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November 2016

As America and the global community recover from an exhausting election cycle in the U.S., social media
is ablaze with questions and speculation on the future of agriculture and food under the incoming U.S.
administration. During this postelection period of reflection and transition, this month's In the
Loop features articles highlighting the incredible period agriculture and food industries are in right now,
and the unique opportunity for creating business value, return on investment, and positive social and
environmental change through emerging food and agriculture enterprise development. The articles and
referenced reports below cover the increasing commitment by impact investors, agribusinesses and other
venture funders to emerging agriculture and food technologies and enterprises. The confluence of shifting
demand, environmental and social pressures, and food system inefficiencies has fueled a wave of new
ventures attracting record levels of invested capital every year ($25 billion globally in 2015). As the
challenges we face continue to accelerate, the spirit of innovation and solution sourcing is stronger than
ever. That spirit is supported by a growing and networked fabric of aligned producers, consumers,
investors, activists, governments and thought leaders who are all positioned to gain from our continued
collective efforts. Here at CLC we're more excited than ever to play a role in strengthening that fabric and
pursuing those positive financial, social and environmental outcomes.

Explore our selection of articles below for details on these recent developments and topics.
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Closed Loop Capital Portfolio Company News:
ZIPONGO
Zipongo, the Leading Personalized Digital Nutrition Platform, Closes
Series B Round to Further Enable "Food Benefits Management" for
Employers and Health Plans
(PR Newswire)

INOCUCOR TECHNOLOGIES
Inocucor’s Microbial Crop Accelerator Approved for California
(Inocucor.com)

CONSERVIS
Conservis Appoints Sherman Black as New CEO
(Easy Newswire)

BEYOND MEAT
International Food Leaders Race to Go Beyond Meat
(Forbes)
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Check out open positions with CLC portfolio companies across North America here.

About Closed Loop Capital
Closed Loop Capital is an earlystage venture capital platform founded in 2010 that invests in
exceptional entrepreneurs leading ventures in agriculture technology and food system innovation in
the United States and Canada.
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